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Abstract This review paper describes the evolution of the
quantification procedure for compositional depth profiling
(CDP) in glow discharge optical emission spectrometry
(GD-OES), based on the constant emission yield concept.
The concept of emission yield (EY) is defined and ways of
measuring it experimentally are discussed. The history of
the development of quantitative CDP is reviewed, which
shows that all of the different approaches depend on the
assumption that the EY is essentially a matrix-independent
quantity. Particular emphasis is placed on the dependence
of the EY on the plasma parameters of current, voltage,
power and pressure. In short, impedance changes (current
voltage) can significantly affect the emission yield and
should either be corrected mathematically or the impedance
should be kept constant by pressure regulation in order to
obtain reliable results from GDOES CDP. On the other
hand, the effect of varying the pressure on the emission
yield can be considered to be minor within the limits of
practical operating conditions for most CDP applications. It
is worth, however, bearing in mind that varying the
discharge pressure has a significant effect on the plasma
processes, and does affect the emission yield when these
variations are large. The experimental results obtained for
the emission yield are related to the results from theoretical
model calculations published on the subject.
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Introduction
Glow discharges (GD) have been studied for many years
now [1]. In fact, glow discharges have been used for
analytical purposes for about 100 years [2]. Today we
know of many different glow discharges [3–5] and even in
the analytical field the variety of glow discharges used is
very wide [6]. In this review, however, we will concentrate
on the properties of the “hollow anode–flat cathode” glow
discharge introduced by Grimm [7] in 1967 and now
commonly called “the Grimm source.” In the following we
use the term glow discharge to mean a “Grimm-type” glow
discharge operating at typical conditions of 5–10 hPa
pressure and usually at powers of less than 100 W.
One of the most important properties of a glow
discharge, from an analytical viewpoint, is the separation
of sputtering and excitation. Analyte material is first
sputtered from the sample surface; it then moves through
the cathode dark space into the negative glow region, where
it gets excited and/or ionized through collisions with other
species present in the plasma. While the sputtering process
is by its nature very much dependent on the properties of the
analyte sample and its surface, the excitation process is
thought to be dependent in only a minor way on the material
analyzed. The idea that the light emission process is
independent of the sample analyzed is critical to the easy
quantification of compositional depth profiling (CDP). The
question of how close this assumption is to reality is one of
the major subjects of this review article.
Operational principles of the technique
Basic plasma processes in the Grimm-type
glow discharge
The Grimm-type GD source consists of an anode tube and
the sample to be analyzed. The flat sample is placed
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perpendicular to the front of this anode tube. The anode
tube is usually kept at ground potential. Electrical power,
either dc or rf, is supplied directly to the sample. A spacer
maintains the sample surface at a distance of between 0.1
and 0.2 mm from the anode tube. The distance between the
sample and the anode is less than the thickness of the
cathode dark space (CDS) in order to limit the cathode area.
Sufficient vacuum tightness is achieved by an O-ring
separating the discharge chamber from the air environment.
When the plasma is ignited inside the plasma chamber,
free electrons and a plasma formed from gas ions are
generated. Both species will move freely in the electrical
field reigning in the plasma chamber and will influence this
field through the creation of local charge distributions.
Different characteristic areas are established in the glow
discharge plasma. Two of them are crucial to the use of the
GD for analytical purposes: the negative glow (NG), free of
electrical field but showing high charge density for both
ions and electrons, and the cathode dark space (CDS). The
latter is characterized by a strong electrical field that
attracts the positive ions towards the cathode, generating
material erosion or sputtering. This ion bombardment also
sets free secondary electrons which are then accelerated in
the electrical field towards the negative glow, where they
lose their energy through collisions. During these collisions
they participate in excitation and ionization processes and
thus maintain the plasma [3].
The sputtering process depends strongly on the sample
material and its surface properties, but once the atoms are
sputtered, they move as single atoms into the negative glow
where they are diluted in the argon carrier gas. The
sputtering process is not element-specific. All elements at
the sample surface are sputtered at the same rate, at least
once the equilibrium situation is found. Preferential
sputtering of some elements does not play a significant
role in GD-OES, because the sputtering ions bombarding
the surface have a rather low energy of 100 eV. The knock-
on effect, leading to significant atomic mixing in the layer
structure near the surface, is very weak in GD-OES [8]. The
excitation and ionization processes take mainly place in the
negative glow. Its properties, and consequently the ioniza-
tion or excitation yields, are independent of the properties
of the sample surface, at least to a first approximation. The
excitation and ionization processes are, however, strongly
element-specific. For emission processes they are even
specific to each spectral line. Due to the fact that matrix
effects are relatively minor, the quantification of GDOES
signals is relatively straightforward, at least in comparison
with other depth profiling techniques such as AES, XPS
and SIMS. For bulk analysis, comparisons are often made
with spark OES, which is the by far most commonly used
source for this purpose. Proponents of GDOES have
sometimes made exaggerated claims concerning the
advantages over spark; for example, that the narrower
emission lines drastically reduce the extent of line inter-
ference from other elements in GDOES. While it is true
that the intrinsic line widths of 0.1–0.5 pm is about ten
times less than in a spark source; this is of no practical
consequence since the approximately 10 pm resolution of
the best analytical spectrometers is significantly wider than
the line widths of both sources. Furthermore, it is often
stated that glow discharge can more easily accommodate
several alloy types in one calibration than spark, but in
practice the difference is minor and of little analytical
importance as long as the base (matrix element) is the
same. The small differences are normally well-handled by
the so-called multiplicative corrections routinely used in
spark OES. One notable difference between the two
sources is that spark calibration curves are, generally
speaking, more nonlinear than those from a glow dis-
charge, due to a higher degree of self-absorption. Again,
this is of very minor practical analytical importance since
second- or third-order calibration curves easily handle this
type of nonlinearity. The crucial difference between the
sources is that the highly “diluted” glow discharge plasma
results in the matrix-independent emission yields that are
the focus of this article. Therefore, GDOES permits truly
multimatrix calibration, something that is not possible with
a spark source.
The different processes in the negative glow leading to
the observed light emission are rather complex. A list of the
most important processes is given in Table 1 [9]. Which
process dominates depends strongly on the reaction rate
constants or the collision cross-section.
Principal excitation processes in the glow discharge
The model calculations that have been published have
mostly used copper as the test cathode material. Much
information on processes relating to Cu is therefore
available. It is more difficult to obtain detailed information
on other atoms. It is, however, unlikely that atoms like iron
and manganese behave very differently, except for special
cases of resonance effects, such as seen for Cu II 224 nm
In 1998, Bogaerts and Gijbels [64, 10] listed the different
excitation and loss processes and their relative importance
when populating and depopulating the excited states of
copper. The atomic states are predominantly populated by
electron impact excitation. The excited states are depopu-
lated by radiative decay and further electron impact
reactions. Copper ions in lower excited states are created
by Penning ionization. The generation of the 3P2 state is
strongly enhanced by symmetric charge transfer reactions.
The higher excited states are populated by electron impacts
on copper ions in lower-lying electronic states. Atomic and
ionic states therefore clearly have different excitation
Table 1 Most important excitation mechanisms in the Grimm-type
glow discharge [64]
Electron impact excitation and de-excitation between levels from
ground state
Excitation and de-excitation, due to collisions with argon gas
Electron impact ionization form the ground state
Penning ionization, due to collisions with metastable Ar atoms
Three-body recombination where the third body is an electron
Asymmetric charge transfer, due to collisions with Ar ions
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mechanisms. It should not be surprising if their emission
yields show a different dependence on the excitation
parameters.
The emission yield, or the probability of emitting a
photon per sputtered atom, depends on the rate constants of
the above-mentioned processes. Population and depopula-
tion of excited states also strongly depends on the spatial
overlap of the copper atom population with the free
electron population, as described in Eq. 1.
dnA
dt
¼
Z
V
Z
E
rðEÞ  neðE; r!Þ  nAð r!Þ  dE  dV (1)
where nA; nA; ne are the number densities of the excited
atoms, ground state atoms and electrons respectively; r(E)
is the excitation rate constant; V is the discharge volume
and E is the electron (impact) energy.
One extreme example illustrating the importance of the
overlap of the two population densities is the CDS. The
copper atom density is high, but the electron density is very
low. As a result hardly any light is generated in the cathode
dark space. The name is obviously well chosen.
In the following we will describe the different plasma
parameters and their links to the properties of the plasma.
Given the complexity of plasma processes, this description
can be only approximate, but it should aid the under-
standing of emission yields and their dependence on
plasma parameters.
Descriptions of the different physical parameters
and their links to fundamental properties of the plasma
The particle density, together with the atom radius,
determines the mean free path (Eq. 2) in the hardcore
model. The mean free path is a crucial parameter when
describing the processes leading to light emission.
l ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
πd2n
(2)
where l is the mean free path, d is the diameter of the atom
and n* is the particle density.
The atom radius of Ar is 8.8×10−11 m. Assuming a gas
temperature of 600 K and a pressure of 800 Pa, the mean
free path for argon is 75 μm.
The gas pressure and temperature together define the
particle density in the glow discharge volume. For argon, a
monoatomic inert gas, the ideal gas laws can be assumed to
hold in the pressure and temperature range under study.
The gas temperature in a Grimm-type glow discharge is
not known with precision. Temperature values frequently
assumed range from 500 K to 1,100 K depending on the
operating conditions and the authors [11]. It is generally
assumed that the gas temperature increases with the
discharge current. In some model calculations, the gas
temperature is adapted to reproduce experimentally
observed current–voltage characteristics. The lack of
information on the temperature in the glow discharge is
obviously a serious handicap when modeling analytical
GDs and interpretating results from the model.
The discharge current is generated by the flow of
positively charged ions (Ar+) and electrons. Since both
particles move in opposite directions, the two current
components add together to form the discharge current (Eq.
3). Depending on the plasma area, the relative importance
of the two components changes. Due to high electron
mobility, the electron current is dominant in most parts of
the plasma, except in the CDS. The current in the CDS is
dominated by ion movement. The secondary electron
emission yield describes the number of electrons removed
from the cathode surface per incoming ion. For conducting
material, γ ranges from 0.05 to 0.16. The ion current
therefore represents 85–95% of the total discharge current
in the CDS (Eq. 3).
ig ¼ iArþ þ ie ¼ 1þ γð Þ  iArþ (3)
where ig is the discharge current and iAr
+ and ie− are the
two components due to the movements of Ar ions and
electrons, respectively.
A discussion of the discharge current is more complex in
the case of rf discharges [12]. The time-averaged current is
necessarily zero, due to the capacitive coupling. The
current in the CDS is dominated by the ions during most of
the rf cycle, except during the short moment when the
sample attracts the electrons, to compensate for the ion
current.
The ion current flowing between the plasma and the
cathode is determined by the plasma ion density, the
electrical field that accelerates the ions towards the cathode,
and the ion mobility.
iArþ ¼ S  q  νh i  nArþ (4)
where S is the CDS cross-section, q is the ion charge, <ν> is
the average ion speed, and nAr+ is the ion density.
The discharge current is therefore an approximate
measure of the ion density in the plasma, but the ion
mobility also influences the discharge current. The ion
mobility depends on the gas pressure and temperature. It is
obviously linked to the mean free path of the ions in the
surrounding argon. Since the mean free path is of the same
order of magnitude as the cathode dark space, it is difficult
to derive a simple model for estimating the drift speed. For
“normal” plasma conditions, an Ar+ ion will suffer about
ten collisions on its way from the NG to the cathode. We
can neither assume free ion movement nor can we assume
that the number of collisions between ions and Ar atoms on
the way to the cathode is large, but we can reasonably
assume that the drift velocity is reduced as the particle
density is increased, either through a decrease of temper-
ature or an increase in pressure. The situation is in fact even
more complex, because the ions are accelerated towards the
cathode and the mean drift speed <v> consequently
increases towards the cathode [13]. The CDS does not
resemble an ion drift cell. The ion mobility varies with the
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electrical field. The electrical field is determined by the
voltage drop between the negative glow and the cathode,
and the thickness of the cathode dark space.
The voltage usually measured is the potential difference
between anode and cathode; this is usually known as the
discharge voltage. In a Grimm-type source this voltage is
very close to the potential difference between the negative
glow and the cathode, since the potential difference
between the anode and the negative glow is relatively
small. The largest voltage drop is observed in the cathode
dark space. The discharge voltage is therefore a measure of
the total energy a charged particle (ion or free electron) can
acquire during its acceleration in the CDS. When colliding
with other species in the CDS, the charged particles may
transfer part of the energy gained during the acceleration
process and therefore never gain the maximum energy.
Nevertheless, the energy has been transferred to particles
participating in plasma processes.
The discharge voltage is linked to the electrical field E
and the sheath thickness d by Eq. 5.
V ¼
Zd
0
EðxÞ  dx (5)
where V is the potential difference across the CDS, d is the
thickness of the CDS and E is the x component of the
electrical field vector.
The electrical field in the CDS is directly linked to the ion
density distribution in the CDS via Eq. 6. The electron
density can be generally neglected as they rapidly move out
of the CDS due to their high mobility.
"0  r!  E!¼ q  nArþ (6)
where ɛ0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, r!E! is the
gradient of the electrical field, q is the ionic charge, and nAr+
is the ion density.
Assuming a constant ion density in the CDS [14], the
electrical field will increase linearly in the CDS, so the
integral relation of Eq. 5 can be simplified to Eq. 7.
V ¼ 2  d  Emax (7)
where V is the potential difference across the CDS, d is the
thickness of the CDS and Emax is the maximum value of the
linearly increasing electrical field.
Experimental determination of emission yields
When discussing emission yields, it is not only important to
define this quantity, but also to investigating different
experimental methods of measuring it and the systematic
errors associated with these measurements. The emission
yield for a specific spectral line is defined as the light
intensity emitted at this wavelength per sputtered atom.
When emission yields are experimentally measured, they
are usually determined by normalizing the measured
intensity to the sputtering rate-corrected concentration,
and they are expressed as intensity per sputtered mass unit.
This quantity does not exactly describe the emission yield,
as defined above. Apart from a scaling factor, there are
various processes that can make these two quantities
different to each other. For extended sources, such as the
glow discharge source, the emitted light can be reabsorbed
by other atoms present in the plasma. This well-known
phenomenon is called self-absorption and is sometimes
dealt with under the name escape factor. Another source of
difference between these two quantities is the varying
reflectivity of the sputtered sample surface, in particular for
end-on observation.
The instrumental function is crucial when comparing the
intensities of different spectral lines. It is still impossible to
design an achromatic optic for use over a wide spectral
range of interest, from 800 nm to 120 nm. It should be
clearly stated that a higher detection level does not
necessarily imply a higher emission level, at least when
spectral lines of very different wavelengths are compared.
However, this instrumental function will not influence the
detection of variations in emission intensity from one
specific spectral line with varying plasma parameters. It is
therefore of little relevance to this work.
In the following we discuss the different factors that
influence experimentally determined emission yields.
Self-absorption
Self-absorption is caused by an atom reabsorbing a photon
emitted by another atom. In order to observe this effect it is
sufficient to ensure that there are a large number of atoms at
the lower energy level of the transition. Compared to other
OES systems, such as spark emission, self-absorption is
weak in GDOES. However, it can be observed on most
resonance lines when calibration ranges are sufficiently
high [15]. The importance of the self-absorption effect
depends on the density of atoms at the absorbing electronic
levels and the oscillator strength. Light absorption follows
the exponential Lambert–Beer rule; it is therefore a
nonlinear effect and tends to bend the calibration curves.
Increasing the content of the element appears to reduce the
spectral line sensitivity.
KL / sL fli  cl  qMð Þ (8)
sL ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
π
2 ln 2ð ÞR
r
 10
4
4πð Þ2 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M
T
r
 λ3  gj
gi
 Aji (9)
where KL is the optical depth, fil is the fraction of the
element l in the lower state i of the transition, sL is the
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effective absorption cross-section, M is the atomic mass, T
is the gas temperature, and gj and gi are the multiplicities of
the higher and lower states, respectively. Aji is the atomic
transition probability.
More detailed discussions of the effect and its application
to GDOES can be found in publications by Payling [16],
Bogaerts et al. [17] and Weiss [18]. When measuring
emission yields for resonant lines, it is important to note that
changing the sputtering rate will change the level of self-
absorption, and it will therefore influence the observed
signal strength. It is not only transitions to the ground-state
that are affected by self-absorption; even transitions to
higher excited states may exhibit self-absorption as long as
these states are sufficiently well-populated (for example the
metastable Cu (3d9 4s2) state [19]).
Surface reflectivity
When measuring highly polished samples with a transpar-
ent layer, a peculiar interference pattern can be observed.
These oscillations in the intensity, when observed end-on,
are explained by multiple reflection of the light emitted by
the plasma on the sample surface and the layer–substrate
interface [20]. The effect has since been well-described in
the literature [21, 22] and is not the subject of this review
article. However, these oscillations are a clear indication
that light reflection on the sample surface is not negligible
in GDOES; even if the sample is not coated with a
transparent film, some part of the light will be reflected off
the sample surface and detected by the spectrometer. The
reflected light may in some cases represent 20% of the
detected signal. In the absence of a quantifiable interfer-
ence effect it will be difficult to estimate the intensity of
reflected light. This effect will lead to errors when
determining the emission yield. Highly polished sample
surfaces will be able to reflect more of the light back to the
spectrometer than rough surfaces. However, for most
metallic materials the surface structure will be modified by
the sputtering, as crystalline structures will appear. The
intensity of the reflected light will therefore vary as the
sputtering continuously modifies the sample surface.
Most real-world applications involve relatively rough
sample surfaces; in this case the reflected light contributes
only a few percent to the overall emission yields.
Sputtering rates
Emission yields are experimentally determined by dividing
the observed line intensities by the sputtered mass. The
sputtering rate, SR, must therefore be determined.
Although sputtering rate measurements can be made with
a relatively high precision [23] of 3%, these measurements
are fairly time-consuming and can lead to a relative
standard deviation of 10% when a large number of
measurements need to be performed, which is the case in
detailed studies of the emission yield and its variation with
the parameters of the plasma.
Development steps in CDP quantification
In depth profiling, complete quantification includes both
the elemental composition and the depth. This is different
from bulk analysis, where only the composition needs to be
quantified. In several other surface analytical techniques,
the composition and depth rely on separate calibrations.
Therefore, several early attempts to develop quantification
methods for GD-OES also relied on separate calibrations
[24]; see next section. For determinations of bulk elemental
composition, it is a very common technique to make use of
an “internal standard” in the form of the signal from the
major (matrix) element, such as Fe in steels. However, this
is not applicable in general for depth profiling, since
different surface layers often have completely different
compositions. These challenges made it necessary to
develop novel ideas and techniques in order to be able to
quantify GD-OES depth profiles, eventually leading to the
introduction of the concept of the emission yield, which
resolved the dilemma in an elegant way.
Early work on quantification and the emission yield
concept
Experimentally, it is easy to show that the emission
intensity of an analytical line in a GD is not just
proportional to the concentration of the corresponding
element in the sample. The observed light intensity also
depends on the sputtering rate of the sample. Intuitively,
this observation is easily understood. The photons are
generated in the negative glow. The emission intensity
should therefore be proportional to the sample atom density
in the plasma, which in turn is directly linked to the
sputtering rate. If we allow the discharge parameters
(voltage, current, power and pressure) to vary, the situation
becomes more complex. However, as long as the excitation
conditions in the plasma remain at least nearly constant, the
sputtering rate–intensity proportionality provides an ele-
gant solution to the quantification problem. The basic
assumption is that the integrated intensity from one element
and spectral line is exclusively proportional to the sputtered
mass of that element. This implies that the emission yield is
independent of the sample matrix. In 1984 Takadoum et al.
[25] introduced the concept of emission yield (EY), making
use of the similarity between SIMS and GDOES in order to
develop a quantification method. The EY can be expressed
as the emitted light per unit sputtered mass of an element
according to the following equation (Eq. 10):
Rij ¼ Iijbcibqb (10)
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where Iijb is the emission intensity of spectral line j of
element i in sample segment b; cib is the concentration of
element i in sample segment b; qb is the sputtering rate in
sample segment b; Rij is the emission yield of spectral line j
of element i.
The EY is an atom- and instrument-dependent quantity,
which must be determined (calibrated) independently for
each spectral line and instrument. In the method of Pons-
Corbeau et al. [26], they set up a method where ratios of
the EY of each analyte to that of the major element in the
matrix were used to calculate the concentrations. The
concentration cib of element i in sample segment b was
then expressed as:
cib ¼ IibRmaj=RiImaj þ I1Rmaj=R1b þ I2Rmaj=R2b þ ::: ¼ cib
¼ Iib=RiP
i
Ii=Rib
(11)
where the suffix maj denotes the matrix element, for
example Fe. This equation (Eq. 11) is useful because it
simplifies the calibration in two cases commonly encoun-
tered in applications for the steel industry [27]:
– When the matrix concentration is close to 100%, it is
sufficient to determine the relative intensity of each
analyte versus that of the matrix element since
summing over other analytes adds little to the
denominator in Eq. 11;
– For binary systems, such as ZnNi and ZnFe metallic
coatings, Eq. 11 becomes very simple and the relative
emission yields are easily determined.
One disadvantage of using Eq. 11, apparently over-
looked by Pons-Corbeau et al., is that the information about
sputtering rates, and therefore the depth information, is
lost. Therefore, they could only determine elemental
concentrations as a function of time, and they estimated
the depth using separate measurements of the SR in each
material investigated. In a recent publication by Nelis et al.
[28], the idea of using relative intensities has been
extended. In this work the calibration functions are
deduced using relative concentrations and intensities.
ci

cmaj
  ¼ f ai½ ; IiImaj  (12)
where [ai] represents a set of regression parameters.
The concentration of the major element cmaj and
consequently the absolute concentrations of the minor
elements can be calculated by normalizing the sum of all
concentrations to 100%:
crelmaj ¼
1
1þP cicmaj (13)
The sputtering rate can be calculated by comparing the
concentration of the major element to the sputtering rate-
corrected concentration of the major element.
q ¼ cmaj  q
.
crelmaj (14)
In another early publication from 1984 on quantitative
depth profiling from K. Suzuki et al. [29], the concept of
EY was not used directly. The correlation between SR and
emission intensity was understood, but this was handled by
expressing the intensity for each element as a linear
combination of terms from all elements according to their
concentrations.
ci ¼ Ii

Iið100Þ  1þ
X
j
αj cj
 " #
(15)
where Ii/Ii(100) is the relative intensity of the metal i when
compared to the pure metal; αj(cj) is the correction term for
the matrix effect by element j. This term is actually a
polynomial up to third order.
For a test specimen where ci is unknown, the relative
intensity Ii/Ii(100) is initially used as an approximation, and
Eq. 15 is iteratively calculated until ci converges to a stable
value.
The same type of equation was used to express the SR,
determined by an iterative calculation. This method was
quite adequate for binary alloy coatings , but was quickly
abandoned as a general solution to the quantification
problem. Just one year later, M. Suzuki et al. (with K.
Suzuki as coauthor!) published a paper [30] where the EY
concept was first used in the way that now has become the
most common technique: determination of sputtered mass/
element, derived from (Eq. 10).
δmi;b ¼ ci;b  qb  δtb ¼ Ii;jδtb

Ri;j (16)
where δmi,b is the sputtered mass of element i in segment b
during time increment tb.
Calibration to determine the emission yields Ri,j is
performed using calibration samples, preferably CRMs.
These samples are normally of bulk type with known
concentrations, in which case it is necessary to determine
the sputtering rate (SR) of each calibration sample.
Alternatively, samples with coatings of known composition
and thickness may be used, in which case the SR is given
by the penetration rate of the coating. In each depth
segment b, the concentration of each element cib is
calculated by sum normalization to 100%.
cib ¼ 100 δmib
.X
δmib (17)
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The total sputtered mass in each segment is given by the
sum in the denominator of Eq. 17. The truly elegant aspect
of this technique is that the determination of the total
sputtered mass gives information on the sputtered depth.
However, converting the sputtered mass to depth requires a
calculated estimate of the density of the material, which
introduces some uncertainty. This, however, is not the
subject of the current review article. More detailed
information on the subject can be found in Payling [31]
and Nelis [32].
In the early papers discussed above, there is no mention
of the effect of variations in the discharge parameters; these
are assumed to be fixed for each selected application. In
another early paper on quantification, Bengtson pointed out
that, in addition to the SR, at least one of the electrical
discharge parameters (voltage and current) varies as layers
of different composition are penetrated in a depth profile
analysis [33]. At that time (1985), all of the commercially
available GD sources could only be operated with constant
pressure, and due to variations in the electrical character-
istics of the sample (cathode) material, such variations were
inevitable in several technically important applications. As
an example, a hot dipped Zn coating on steel was profiled
with the source run in constant pressure–constant current
mode. The voltage increased from 510 V in the Zn to 740 V
in the steel, with a gradual increase in the analytically
important interface region. Bengtson assumed that such
variations affect the excitation probability (which in turn
determines the EY) and must therefore be taken into
account during quantification. Therefore, an empirical
intensity expression was derived from a set of experimental
data. Argon lines were studied in an attempt to separate the
effects of sputtering rate variations from those of excitation
probability. The resulting expression for the analyte line
intensities incorporates all of these effects.
Ij;b ¼ kj  ci;b  Cqb  i 2g  ðVg  V0bÞxj (18)
where the constant xj includes instrumental factors and
atomic factors related to spectroscopic and diffusion
properties. Cqb and V0b are material-dependent constants
that determine the sputtering rate in sample segment b; ig is
the current; Vg is the voltage; k,j is a constant characteristic
of spectral line j, and cib is the concentration of element i.
While Bengtson did not use the term “emission yield” in
this work, he used the data from the studies of argon lines
to derive a related quantity he called an “excitation
function”. While the current was found to affect the
excitation of argon and sample atoms in essentially the
same way (a linear increase), Bengtson noted a great
difference in the influence of voltage. The possibility of
“slight pressure dependence due to the influence of the
pressure on the diffusion process” was discussed, but the
experimental equipment available did not allow such
investigations.
For all of the lines investigated in the first paper, it was
found that the intensity increases approximately as the
square of the current, and this was therefore assumed to be
generally true for all analytical lines. Several examples of
experimental data that support this assumption were given.
In later work Bengtson et al. [34] found that the square
current dependence does not hold true for several emission
lines, particularly in the VUV spectral region. Furthermore,
the exponential voltage function does not lend itself very
well to a quantification algorithm, since it approaches a
singularity at the threshold voltage U0b. The empirical
intensity expression was therefore modified to the follow-
ing form:
Iijb ¼ kij cibCqbi AðjÞg fjðVgÞ (19)
where the dependence of the EYon the discharge voltage fj
(Vg) is modeled as a polynomial Taylor series developed
around the average voltage.
Rf quantification and the pressure dependence
of the emission yield
In the previous section we discussed the development of
quantification procedures for dc glow discharges. They are
based on the measurement of voltage and current. Different
approaches were developed to either correct for modifica-
tions in the emission yield with varying voltage and/or
current or just to maintain fixed electrical parameters by
varying the pressure. At the time it was generally
considered that although rf-GDOES was interesting and
necessary for nonconductive materials, it could not be used
for quantitative analysis.
In 1993 R. Payling et al.[35] published a paper showing
that both quantitative bulk and surface analysis was
possible with rf-GDOES. In this paper Payling compared
calibration curves obtained in the rf and dc excitation
modes. He found that relative sensitivity factors, using iron
as reference, and BEC values for most elements in low
alloy steel were the same for dc and rf excitation, at least
within a 95% uncertainty interval. He applied these
sensitivity factors to the quantification of depth profiles
obtained on galvanized steel sheets using both the dc and rf
mode. Despite a significant difference between the inten-
sity–time profiles obtained with the two excitation modes,
the results, once quantified, were very similar. In the same
volume of SIA [36], Payling and Jones showed that the
dependence of the emission yield on voltage and current,
which was observed in earlier work by Bengtson et al.[34,
37], could be expressed in terms of pressure variation only.
Combining the functional dependence of the emission
yield on voltage and current and the current–voltage
characteristics of the discharge, they found that the
emission yield is independent of power but depends
strongly on the pressure. Its apparent dependence on
voltage and current is only due to the interdependence of
the three parameters; current, voltage and pressure. The
observation that the emission yield is to a large extent
independent of power was later confirmed by Vegiotti [38].
In 1995, Payling et al. [39] compared calibration curves for
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different elements (Mn 403 nm, Cu 327 nm) in steel and
ZnAl alloy, obtained with different approaches to the
emission yield, and based on experiments performed with a
dc-GD source. They found that all approaches lead to the
same quality of calibration curve, as long as variations in
the sputtering rate were taken into account. It was later
shown that this approach is not generally applicable, but it
presented an important step towards quantifying rf-
GDOES depth profiles. Using nonconducting samples, it
is not easy to measure the plasma voltage and current.
Getting rid of the V,I dependence of the emission yield was
therefore the dream of those performing rf measurements!
At the same time Jones et al.[40] published a report on
the successful quantification of pigmented polymer coating
on steel sheet using rf-GDOES. In this work the authors
used a set of painted samples with known stoichiometric
compositions, as well as conductive CRMs. The quantifi-
cation procedure can be considered to be matrix-matched,
and the spectral lines are calibrated using similar material
to the analyte itself.
In 1995 Payling [41] repudiated the idea that emission
yields depend on the pressure only and published work on a
new approach. In this work, performed using a dc-GD
source, he tested the hypothesis that the emission yield
depends on all three external plasma parameters. He
assumed the same voltage and current dependencies as
suggested earlier by Bengtson. Based on arguments that the
influence of the pressure on the emission yield should be
linked to the collision probability, he assumed an expo-
nential dependence on pressure. The functional depen-
dence he suggested is given by Eq. 20:
R ¼ k  ðig  i0Þa Vg  V0
 b
Pg exp c  Pg
 
(20)
where R is the emission yield, ig is the discharge current, i0
is an offset current (typically zero), Vg is the discharge
voltage, V0 is an offset voltage (typically 300 V), and Pg is
the discharge gas pressure. a, b and c are regression
parameters.
Using a large set of data derived from measurements at
different current, voltage and pressure conditions, he
determined the best fit values for the parameters a, b and c.
Figure 1a shows how the current–voltage characteristic
of the glow discharge cell significantly depends on the
material chosen for use as the cathode. Figure 1b shows the
effect of varying the pressure on the emission yield,
following the model of Payling. For the majority of
elements, or rather spectral lines, (Al 396 nm, Si 288 nm,
Cu 327 nm), the variation in the emission yield is within a
factor of 2 when the pressure is varied by a factor of little
less then 2.5; for Mn 403 nm the variation is less, for Fe
372 nm larger. Increasing the current by a factor of 5 leads
to a similar increase in emission yield, and the variation of
the emission yield with current is almost linear. Increasing
the voltage by a factor of 2 decreases the emission yield by
a factor of 2, although most of the changes happen at low
voltage, between 400 and 500 V. Due to the offset voltage
of 300 V, the variation is far from linear. These results were
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Fig. 1a–d Current–voltage characteristic of dc-GDOES, 7mm
anode tube (a). Dependence of relative emission yield on discharge
gas pressure; the indicated pressure is measured outside the plasma
volume; it is lower then the actual gas pressure in the plasma (b).
Dependence of emission yield on discharge current (c). Dependence
of emission yield on voltage (d). Spectral lines used for the
experiment : Al 396 nm, Si 288 nm, Cu 327 nm, Fe 372 nm, Mn
403 nm. Data from Payling [41]
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later confirmed by Bengtson using a 4 mm anode tube.
Employing an rf source, Bengtson and Hänström [42]
found that the rf source did not behave significantly
different to the dc source. Summarizing the results obtained
in the different series of experiments, we find that the
discharge power has little effect on the emission yield.
Varying any of the excitation voltage, the discharge current
and the pressure has a significant impact on the emission
yield. The large spread in the best fit parameters found for
different spectral lines and experiments, however, also
indicates that the results found so far may have been
influenced by details of the experimental set-up, such as the
materials used. In particular, the fit parameters obtained for
the resonant Al 396 nm, Fe 372nm and Cu 327 nm lines are
most likely influenced by the effect of radiation trapping.
All three lines are resonant and certainly subject to severe
self-absorption in at least one of the materials used.
It is certainly important to understand that all parameters
have a significant influence on the emission yield. The
important consideration is, however, the impact of these
effects on calibration and quantitative analysis, because
this is what GDOES is used for. It is therefore interesting to
look at the variations in the different parameters when
different materials are analyzed.
To graphically illustrate the impact of the variation in the
EY with the discharge parameters, an example is given for
the effect of emission yield changes in all possible
operating modes as you switch from steel to an aluminum
sample. Using a steel cathode, the discharge was run at
800 V, 60 mA (48 W) and a resulting pressure of 15.3 hPa.
It is impossible to analyze an aluminum sample using
exactly the same conditions, because the secondary
electron emission yield of aluminum is different to the
one of steel. Either the pressure, voltage and/or power must
be varied. The resulting operating conditions for an Al
sample are summarized in Table 2.
Based on the measured discharge conditions in Table 2,
the relative change in EY from the steel reference condition
was calculated for the three lines Si 288 nm, Mn 403 nm
and Cu 327 nm, see Fig. 1. Equation 20 was used and the
constants for the spectral lines from the work of Payling
[16]. As an interesting comparison with the work of
Payling, the relative emission yield changes due to the
electrical parameters in the model according to Bengtson
[33] (Eq. 19) are also given. Here, the IU mode shows no
relative change since the pressure is ignored as a parameter
and is assumed to have zero influence.
As mentioned above, the figure shows that the relative
influence of changing pressure in the constant current–
constant voltage mode is considerably less than that of
changing electrical parameters in all constant pressure
modes. These results are confirmed by Marshall’s [43]
work on multimatrix calibration using different plasma
excitation modes, showing that the constant current–
constant voltage mode gives calibration curves with a
superior fit compared with the constant pressure–constant
power mode. Another interesting observation from Fig. 2 is
that the experimentally determined influence of the
electrical parameters is very similar in the two models, in
spite of the fact that Bengtson ignored pressure effects. It
should be noted here that the steel–Al couple is close to a
worst-case scenario in this respect, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
These results may seem surprising in view of the
experimental evidence indicating that over the full
operating pressure range, the resulting emission yield can
vary by a factor of about 2. An explanation is given the
following example. When we combine many different
matrices in a single calibration (or a multilayer depth
profile) at constant current–voltage, the resulting pressure
variations fall in a relatively limited range, producing
relatively minor emission yield variations. For the excita-
tion conditions chosen in Table 2, the discharge current
increases from 60 mA to 107 mA in the VP mode, whereas
the pressure only decreases from 15.3 hPa to 11.1 hPa.
Summarizing, we should state that pressure variations
observed during depth profile analysis of different
conducting coatings have only a small effect on the
emission yield. This, however, does not imply that the
pressure can be randomly changed without any influence
on the emission yield.
It should also be pointed out that the exact functional
dependence of the emission yield on the discharge
parameters depends on the data set used to perform the
experiment. In particular, studying the influence of pres-
sure requires the use of cathode materials with significantly
different secondary electron emission yields. However, it is
often then difficult to find samples with known chemical
compositions for a large number of elements, common to
all samples used for the experiment. The resulting best fit
parameters should therefore be interpreted with some care.
Correcting for emission yield changes
Once the dependence of the emission yield on the
excitation parameters has been described, it is possible to
develop different schemes to correct for the effects of
varying the excitation conditions.
The first approach, suggested by Bengtson, is based on
measuring the variation in the light intensity with voltage
and current. These measured intensities are then fitted to
some suitable function, Eq. 18. During the calibration step
Table 2 Glow discharge oper-
ating in steel and aluminum
Values in bold characters are
kept constant when changing
from steel to aluminum
Plasma conditions Volt mA Watt hPa
Steel 800 60 48 15.3
Al pressure—power (PP) 600 80 48 15.3
Al pressure—current (PI) 450 60 27 15.3
Al pressure—voltage (PU) 800 107 85.4 15.3
Al current—voltage (UI) 800 60 48 11.1
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voltage and current are kept constant. Given the depen-
dence of the light intensity on the excitation parameters, the
effect of variations in these parameters can then be
corrected for during the analysis step. The dependence of
the emission yield on the pressure is not explicitly taken
into account in this approach.
Hocquaux introduced a modification to this approach.
He suggested dynamically adapting the pressure, keeping
the voltage and current constant independent of the
material analyzed. The pressure regulation can be
performed during both analyses and calibration. Voltage
and current corrections to the emission yield are therefore
not necessary. A possible dependence of the emission yield
on the pressure is neglected in this approach, as in the
earlier approach suggested by Bengtson.
Payling et al. [44–46] suggested operating the source at
constant power and pressure and determining the depen-
dence of the emission yield on the voltage and current from
the calibration function. This can be achieved by introduc-
ing a voltage dependence into the emission yield Ri.
ciqM ¼ ki  Ri  Ii  bi (21)
Ri ¼ 1þ ri  Vg  V
 
(22)
where ci is the elemental concentration, qM is the erosion rate,
ki is an instrumental factor, Ri is proportional to the inverse
emission yield, Ii is the line intensity, and bi, the background
equivalent concentration, while Vg is the discharge voltage,
V is an average voltage and ri is a regression parameter.
Payling introduced this correction as the Vdc correction
for rf-GDOES, but it can be used for dc-GDOES in just the
same way. Operating at constant power and pressure, the
dependence of the emission yield on voltage and current
can be treated as one parameter, because they are
interdependent. The Vdc correction to the emission yield
in the calibration function accounts for the plasma
impedance variations caused by changes in the secondary
electron emission yield of the cathode material. Despite its
name, it is actually an impedance correction. In this
approach, the correction of the emission yield for varying
pressure is not required.
Emission yields of the spectral lines of argon
In his early work Bengtson [63] suggested using the ratios
of the intensities of analyte lines to the intensities of argon
lines. This should make it possible to minimize the effects
of varying excitation yields due to variations in the the
parameters of the plasma. Looking at the excitation
mechanisms, this idea appears very attractive and worth-
while. The excited states of most Ar transitions observed in
the visible and UV spectral region are populated through
electron impact excitation [47]. Similar processes are
responsible for the excitation of most analyte lines of
analytical interest. Expressing the analyte spectral line
intensity relative to Ar spectral line intensities should
therefore attenuate the effect of variations in the excitation
probabilities. Experimental results, studying the emission
yields of Ar lines as a function of current and voltage,
however, show a completely different situation.
When looking at the dependence of the argon intensity
on voltage and current for different materials such as iron,
brass and aluminum, no significant dependence of the
argon intensity can be observed. The measured argon
intensities can be fitted to a function of current and voltage:
IAr ¼ k  i 1:46g  f ðVgÞ (23)
where IAr is the Ar line intensity, k is a constant, ig is the
discharge current and Vg is the discharge voltage. The
functional dependence of the emission intensity on the voltage
f(Vg) is expressed as a second-order polynomial.
When measuring the emission intensity of the argon line
studied (415.8586 nm originating from the {3p5(2P °1.5)
5p2[1.5]2} excited atomic Ar state [48]) using different
cathode materials, it was found that the Ar emission
increases with both voltage and current. Figure 3a displays
the residual errors of a regression calculation that uses Eq.
23 to get the experimentally determined emission inten-
Fig. 2 Relative change in
the emission yield between steel
and aluminum in the different
modes, data from Payling
and Jones [62] and Bengtson
[63]
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sities as a function of pressure, or rather the gas flow in the
discharge cell. Within the range of the experimental data,
the flow is approximately proportional to the pressure. The
data set includes material leading to different plasma
impedances. Obtaining a given voltage and current pair
therefore requires different discharge gas pressures.
Figure 3a should make any dependence of the argon
emission intensity on pressure evident. No such depen-
dence is apparent.
The absolute deviation increases with pressure for Al,
and decreases for brass. Although brass and iron show very
similar current–voltage characteristics, they show signifi-
cant differences in terms of the argon emission yield.
However, if one looks at the relative intensities Iobs/Icalc,
there is more of a constant matrix-dependent deviation
from the average.
In a different experiment performed with an rf glow
discharge source, the argon emission intensity of the
404.442 nm line (originating from the same {3p5(2P°1.5)
5p2[1.5]2} [48] excited state of atomic argon) was studied
for a large variety of pure materials in order to demonstrate
the influence of the secondary electron emission yield, the
gas pressure and consequently the source impedance on the
argon emission intensity. The experiment was performed in
both the constant power and pressure mode as well as the
constant voltage and current mode. The materials used and
their secondary electron emission yield, γ, are summarised
in Table 3. Figure 4 displays the dependence of the source
parameters on the secondary electron emission yield, the
Fig. 3a,b a Residual errors
from a regression calculation
of Ar 415 nm intensities as
function of argon flow in
different matrices. b Observed
divided by calculated intensities
of Ar 416 nm in different
matrices
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pressure in the (UI) mode and the voltage in the (PP) mode.
γ can be estimated using Eq. 24 [49].
γ  0:032 0:78"i  2Φmð Þ (24)
where ɛi is the potential energy of the bombarding Ar ion
(ɛi=15.8 eV) and Φm is the work function of the sputtered
solid.
With increasing γ, the dc bias voltage decreases when
the pressure is maintained constant (PP mode), and so the
pressure needs to be decreased in order to maintain a
constant dc bias voltage (UI mode) when γ is increased.
The spread of the data is likely to be caused by variations in
γ with mechanical and microchemical surface properties,
making such estimates rather inexact. Voltage and pressure
are clearly correlated in all cases. The estimated values for
γ appear to be incorrect in the case of Si, Ag and Pb.
Figure 5 displays the variation of the argon emission for
the 404.4 nm spectral line. The measurements performed
using Zr as the cathode material are not displayed here, as
the this Ar line encounters strong interference with an
atomic zirconium line. The results clearly demonstrate that
the argon emission is strongly dependent on γ when the
pressure is maintained constant and changes in the source
impedance are allowed. On the other hand, when the source
impedance is maintained constant by varying the pressure,
no significant changes are detectable. Therefore, no
dependence of the argon emission on the Ar gas pressure
is observed, in agreement with the results of Bengtson.
Upon comparing the variation of the argon intensity with
the excitation voltage to the variation of the silicon line, it
is clear that they exhibit very different behaviors (see
Fig. 6).
The argon intensity increases with increasing excitation
voltage, while the silicon emission yield decreases. The
emission yields of these spectral lines of Si and Ar behave
in different ways as the excitation parameters are varied.
Normalizing the analyte intensity to argon does not
therefore reduce the dependence on the excitation param-
eters, at least not for the spectral lines studied.
The observation that the light emitted by the argon is
independent of the gas pressure does not contradict the
observation that the argon emission increases with pressure
at constant power, if the cathode material is not changed. In
this case the increase in pressure will lead to a decrease in
the source impedance. The effect of the rising current on
the argon emission intensity is stronger then the effect of
decreasing voltage.
Inter-element corrections
A general feature of optical emission spectroscopy (OES)
is the existence of line overlaps: spectral lines from other
elements than the analyte that are sufficiently close to the
wavelength of the analyte line to contribute to the signal
intensity. Another commonly used term for this effect is
line interference. In a sense, line interference is just one
part of the signal background, but it must be handled
separately in the software since the magnitude of the line
interference obviously depends on the content of the
interfering element in the sample. Furthermore, line
interference is also dependent on the type of light source,
since different excitation mechanisms and temperatures
strongly influence the relative intensities of the spectral
lines.
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Fig. 4 Dependence of source parameters on sec. elec. em. yield γ
for a variety of pure materials; Pg represents the carrier gas pressure
and Vdc is the dc bias voltage. The experimental data were obtained
using an rf power of 40 W and a fixed Vdc of 690 Vor a fixed argon
pressure of 700 Pa, respectively
Table 3 Secondary electron emission yield γ for different pure materials [65]
Element γ Vdc [V] Element γ Vdc [V]
Pt 0.054 Sn 0.11 692
Au 0.067 792 Ti 0.116 628
Co 0.073 752 Zn 0.116 640
Ni 0.08 740 V 0.118 648
Si 0.083 608 Al 0.119 544
C 0.086 Ag 0.12 748
Cu 0.096 740 Pb 0.121 760
Mo 0.099 724 Zr 0.134 664
Cr 0.105 700 Mn 0.15
Fe 0.105 720 Mg 0.159 476
The dc bias voltages were measured using a JY 5,000 RF employing 40 W, 700 Pa and a 4 mm anode
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Line interference is also highly dependent on the
spectrometer optics, since it is affected by the spectral
resolution and also the degree of second-order reflection
from the grating at the wavelength in question. Also,
another reason for line interference can be so-called
“ghost” lines in the observed spectrum. These “ghost
lines” are caused by periodic imperfections in the grating
itself; for example, if every third groove is deeper than the
average. These defects are commonly observed on
mechanically ruled gratings [50].
Normally, inter-element corrections (IECs) are deter-
mined in the regression calculation as part of the calibration
function. Provided that there are a sufficient number of
calibration samples with a range of concentrations of the
interfering element, a least square fit can determine the IEC
with statistical certainty. However, this type of calculation
must be used with caution. For each IEC, one additional
fitting parameter is introduced into the calibration function.
It is easy to take this too far, and obtain a perfect fit based
on too few calibration samples, using an excessive number
of fitting parameters. An alternative method is to determine
the IEC by separate measurements on, say, binary
standards, and then to enter the IEC constant manually
into the calibration function.
Line interferences are important for the analyst using the
glow discharge; in particular, the importance of molecular
bands is poorly known and often underestimated. In terms
of emission yield they are of less importance, as they can be
avoided by choosing the material to work with appro-
priately. More detailed discussion of the subject can be
found in the literature [51, 52].
The hydrogen effect
In recent years, it has been discovered that another type of
IEC effect, linked primarily to the element hydrogen, can
actually affect the EYs and therefore the quantification to a
significant extent [54, 55]. It has been shown that the EYs
of spectral lines from other elements can be dramatically
affected even by very minute concentrations (a few
100 ppm) of hydrogen in the plasma. The hydrogen can
originate from the sample itself, contamination due to
adsorbed water and pumping oil inside the source, or small
vacuum leaks. Both enhancement and suppression effects
can be observed for a particular element, depending on the
emission line used, showing that the excitation probabil-
ities of excited levels are affected, and it is not “plasma
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Fig. 5a,b Emission intensity of the argon 404.442 nm line as the secondary electron emission yield is varied; for constant impedance (a);
for constant pressure (b)
Fig. 6 Difference between the
“excitation function” for Ar
415.8 nm and the emission yield
of a typical analyte line, here
Si 288.2 nm
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chemical” reactions at work [54]. In general terms, these
effects can be described as a change in the plasma
excitation temperature, but the actual mechanisms respon-
sible for this effect are complex [56].
While source contamination and leaks should be
minimized by improved source design, the large number
of applications where hydrogen is found in the sample itself
have made it necessary to introduce matrix correction
algorithms to compensate for the EY changes. In fact, this
is a true “matrix effect” that violates the earlier assumption
that the EYs are matrix-independent. Fortunately, it
appears that hydrogen is the element that causes by far
the strongest matrix effects of this kind. The effects of
different elements such as oxygen and nitrogen have also
been studied [53].
At present, there are two practical methods that are used
to compensate for the hydrogen effect, both based on the
signal intensity from a hydrogen spectral channel. The first
method uses a “multiplicative correction” and is therefore
unique to each calibration (analytical method). The second
method uses an exponential function, where the constants
of the exponents are fixed and characteristic of each
spectral line. Both methods have their merits and draw-
backs, but they have recently been introduced into
commercial software from all major manufacturers of
GD-OES instruments.
Sputter factors
In 1994 Weiss suggested an interesting approach to
multimatrix calibration for GD-OES entirely based on the
“constant emission” yield concept. Including line interfer-
ence, the calibration function for GDOES can be expressed
as
Ii ¼ RiqMci þ
X
j
aijIj þ bi (25)
qM ¼
Ii 
P
j
aijIj þ bi
 !
Rici
(26)
where the emission yield Ri is considered to depend only on
the specific spectral line used for the element i and is
independent of the sample M. In the original calibration
procedure suggested by Bengtson, the experimentally
derived sputtering rates for all reference material included
in the calibration procedure had to be known prior to
performing the calibration. Given the large number of
calibration samples required for a multimatrix calibration,
this requirement is not easily satisfied. To allow calibration
samples to be included in the calibration procedures even
when the sputtering rate is unknown, Weiss suggested the
following procedure.
The calibration procedure is first performed for a
restricted set of calibration samples with known sputtering
rates. Once the regression parameters for this set are
known, the sputtering rate factors qM are calculated for
additional calibration samples based on the calibration
curves of a selection of well-suited spectral lines using Eq.
26. These spectral lines must be from elements present in
significant concentrations in both the original sample set
and the additional samples. The calculation will adjust the
sputter factors qM of the new samples so as to obtain a best
fit of the calibration points to the calibration curves of the
original set of samples. Using these sputter factors, the new
calibration samples can then be included in the enlarged set
of calibration samples; this also applies to other elements.
This procedure has therefore become a very valuable tool
for CDP calibration, particularly when using calibration
samples where a direct determination of the sputter factors
is technically challenging.
The experimental results showed that the sputter factors
derived from such a procedure depend to some extent on
the emission lines used and care must therefore be taken
when a multimatrix calibration is elaborated based on this
approach. The reasons for the observed discrepancies
between fitted and measured sputter factors are not yet
clearly established. The reflectivity of the calibration
samples, the small pressure dependence of the emission
yield or other real matrix effects influencing the emission
yield may be the source of these discrepancies. In a later
publication, Weiss derived a method for estimating the
measurement uncertainties in the best-fit parameters.
This iterative calibration procedure can be simplified by
linking the analytical functions of all elements together,
constructing one large linear regression matrix.
qMci ¼ aiIi þ
X
j
ai;jIj þ bi (27)
For calibration samples with known sputtering rates qM,
the sputtering rate-corrected concentration qMci is treated
as aconstant in the regression procedure; if qM is unknown
it will be treated as a variable regression parameter. Linking
all of the analytical functions to one large regression matrix
in this way requires very good data and a weighted
regression procedure that uses realistic estimates of the
combined uncertainties of the measurements in order to
achieve reasonable results.
Discussion and interpretation
Bogaerts et al. have published several papers on modeling
the glow discharge under conditions typically used for
mass spectrometry (pressure below 100 Pa) and for the
higher pressures used in the Grimm type source. The
results of these calculations and models have greatly
enhanced our understanding of the properties of the GD
source, resulting in greater insight into the major processes
that occur in the glow discharge for the analytical glow
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discharge community. Bogaerts et al. [54–56] compared
experimentally observed line intensities and their depen-
dence on the excitation voltage to results from the model
used in their calculation. Although the model reproduced
the general trends, a detailed understanding of the observed
dependence of the emission yield on plasma parameters has
not yet been achieved.
Current dependence
The emission yield increases with the discharge current.
For many analyte atomic lines the increase is almost linear.
The exponent a in Eq. 19, describing the dependence of the
EY on current, falls in the range 0.2–1.3 [34], the majority
being close to unity. For Ar atoms, the corresponding
exponent in Eq. 23 tends to be slightly higher, but there are
also considerable variations between spectral lines for Ar.
In a GD source, an increase in discharge current can be
achieved by various means, either by increasing the power
or by decreasing the plasma impedance (i.e., increasing the
secondary electron emission yield or the pressure).
The increase in the emission yield, for both Ar and
analyte atoms, with the plasma current can be understood,
at least to a first approximation. The plasma current is
directly linked to the charged particle density in the plasma
(Eq. 4). If nothing else is changed in the plasma, increasing
the electron density will lead to more efficient excitation of
the analyte atoms, in other words increased emission yield
(Fig. 1). In a simplistic model one would therefore expect
the emission yield to increase linearly with the electron
density, hence the plasma current. The fact that significant
deviation from the linear dependence is observed for
several analytical lines clearly confirms that the processes
are more complex. The assumption “if nothing else is
changed” does clearly not represent the actual physical
reality in the plasma. One obvious effect not taken into
account in the simplistic model is the effect of increasing
the gas temperature and current. When increasing the
current at constant voltage, more power is dumped in the
plasma volume. One of the consequences of this is an
increase in gas temperature [57]. At constant pressure the
increased gas temperature leads to a reduced particle
density in the plasma volume. It is still not clear whether an
increase of the plasma current at constant power will
change the gas temperature or not. Apart from the average
variation of the gas temperature, the ion speed in the CDS
can be changed if the increase in discharge current has been
achieved by increasing the electrical field (Eq. 4). If the
current increase has been achieved by varying the second-
ary electron emission yield, the ratio of electron to ion
current will change. In both cases the relationship between
discharge current and plasma density will be altered.
Voltage dependence
The effect of the discharge voltage on the light emission is
different for analyte atoms and argon atoms. While the light
emission of Ar increases with voltage, the emission yield of
analyte atoms decreases. The increase in the Ar emission
with voltage can be linked to the total energy supplied to
the electrons entering the negative glow. Eventually this
energy will be lost in collisions and lead to excitation and
thermal heating. The exact dependence on the discharge
voltage will depend on the detailed excitation mechanism
and will therefore be different for lines originating in
different excited states.
The significant differences between the analyte emission
yields and the argon light emission are most likely linked to
the different spatial distributions of these two species in the
plasma. The argon atom density is constant, at least
approximately, over the entire discharge region; the analyte
atom density decreases quickly from its maximum close to
the cathode (Fig. 7). The spatial atom distribution
maximizes close to the interface between the negative
glow and the cathode dark space. The electron density is
low in the cathode dark space and has its maximum in the
negative glow. The electron distribution in the negative
glow is, however, also a function of the energy of the
electrons we look at.
The overlap between the electron distribution and the
analyte atom distribution is crucial for the emission yield
(Eq. 1). It is therefore interesting to look at the evolution of
the sheath thickness with discharge voltage.
Following Eq. 7 and Eq. 5, the sheath thickness will
increase with increasing discharge voltage, at least if the
ion distribution in the CDS is not modified at the time. The
Fig. 7a,b Spatial distribution of
atoms in the Grimm source
metastable: Ar (a) and Cu 0
atoms (b); reproduced with
the authors’ permission from
[64]
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thermalization process of the neutral atoms sputtered off
the cathode surface will not be influenced by the voltage
increase. The overlap between the atomic and electronic
distributions will decrease and the emission yield should
therefore decrease, which is in accordance with the
experimental observations. However, the actual processes
defining the functional relationship between voltage and
emission yield are more complex. For example, Bogaerts et
al. report that the length of the CDS decreases slowly with
increasing voltage, at least for the low pressures (50–
100 Pa) typical of the VG9000 configuration [58]. At the
higher pressures maintained in a Grimm-type source, the
length of CDS hardly varies with the excitation voltage
[10]. In this model the increase in voltage was associated
with an increase in current, increasing the ion density and
consequently the electrical field. In an empirical model,
Aston [59] linked the length of the cathode dark space to
the pressure and the plasma current.
An additional effect of discharge voltage on the emission
yield is linked to the cross-section for electron excitation
(inelastic collision) and its dependence on the electron
kinetic energy [A. Bogaerts (CSI, Antwerp, Belgium),
2005, private communication]. The cross-section reaches a
maximum for a given electron impact energy. The max-
imum shifts to a higher value for higher excitation energy.
Hence, as the voltage increases the average electron energy
increases. For the low-lying excited states typical of many
sensitive atomic analyte lines, the maximum has already
been passed at normal GD operating parameters, and the
cross-section drops. For the higher excitation energies of
the Ar lines, it is still on the rise or around the maximum.
Pressure dependence
The carrier gas pressure has a significant influence on the
discharge characteristics. When the pressure is increased,
the number of collisions per time and volume increases,
leading to a drop in the discharge impedance. At constant
power the discharge current will therefore increase and the
voltage decrease.
The light emitted by the Ar atoms in the plasma does not
depend on the gas pressure; or at least such a dependence
has not been detected experimentally (Fig. 5). The
emission yield of the analyte atoms appears to depend on
the pressure, although the exact functional dependence has
not yet been clearly established. For most analytical lines
studied the emission yield appears to decrease slightly with
increasing pressure (Fig. 1b).
When interpreting the effect of pressure on the argon
emission, two cases need to be clearly distinguished:
operating at constant impedance or constant secondary
electron emission yield. When impedance changes are
allowed, the variation in current and voltage will induce a
change in the light intensity emitted by the argon atoms.
When the impedance changes are compensated for by a
varying secondary electron emission yield, voltage and
current remain constant. As a result the plasma density and
the total available energy do not change, so the argon
intensity does not change. Minor effects of changing the
pressure may be observed due to reduced ion mobility,
which changes the relationship between current and ion
density in the plasma (Eq. 4). Similarly, the variation of the
ratio between electron and ion current in the CDS (Eq. 3)
may influence the link between discharge current and
charged particle density in the negative glow.
The difference in the emission behavior of analyte atoms
and argon upon pressure changes could also be explained
by the evolution of the cathode dark space. From
experimental data combined with model calculation,
presented by Therèse in his thesis, we understand that the
cathode dark space will decrease with increasing pressure
[60]. Increasing the secondary electron emission yield at
constant power and pressure has the opposite effect on the
thickness of the CDS [61]. Working at constant impedance,
an increase in secondary electron emission yield followed
by the decrease in pressure necessary to keep the imped-
ance constant will have only a small effect on the thickness
of the cathode dark space. For this reason, the effect of
pressure changes on the emission yield is small. The two
opposite effects obviously do not compensate entirely, as
the emission yield of analyte atoms does show some
dependence on the gas pressure.
Conclusions
Quantification procedures for glow discharge optical
emission spectroscopy, based on the constant emission
yield concept, have become routine work. Although the
emission yield can be considered to be nearly independent
of the sample material, changes in the secondary electron
emission yield influence the source impedance. The
impedance change can significantly affect the emission
yield. They should, therefore, either be mathematically
corrected or the impedance should be kept constant by
pressure regulation in order to obtain reliable results from
GDOES CDP. The effect ofpressure variation on the
emission yield can be considered to be small, within the
limits of practical operating conditions for most CDP
applications. It should, however, be noted that varying the
discharge pressure has a significant effect on the plasma
processes and does affect the emission yield when these
variations are large. Including the corresponding correction
terms in the calibration function might prove sensible if
pressure variations are large or the required accuracy is
high.
The detailed plasma processes are rather complex. We
have tried to extract some basic information in order to
better understand the effect of the discharge parameters on
the emission yield. A deeper understanding of all processes
leading to the enhancement or reduction of emission yield
is not possible without detailed simulations and model
calculations. Although much progress has been made, a
comprehensive description of the effects is not yet
available.
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